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Musk Says X Will Defy Demands of Brazilian Supreme
Court

AP Images
Elon Musk

Brazilian Supreme Federal Court Justice
Alexandre de Moraes ordered X to block
specific accounts in Brazil. X CEO Elon
Musk is also being investigated for
disseminating fake news in Brazil and is
accused of obstructing Brazilian justice by
de Morales, who stated, “The flagrant
conduct of obstruction of Brazilian justice,
incitement of crime, the public threat of
disobedience of court orders and future lack
of cooperation from the platform are facts
that disrespect the sovereignty of Brazil”

In response to de Moraes’s actions, Musk
said X could be forced to close its office in
Brazil and that principles matter more than
profit, stating on X, “We are lifting all
restrictions. This judge has applied massive
fines, threatened to arrest our employees
and cut off access to X in Brazil. As a result,
we will probably lose all revenue in Brazil
and have to shut down our office there. But
principles matter more than profit.”

X’s Global Government Affairs account announced the news, stating on X:

X Corp. has been forced by court decisions to block certain popular accounts in Brazil. We
have informed those accounts that we have taken this action. We do not know the reasons
these blocking orders have been issued. We do not know which posts are alleged to violate
the law. We are prohibited from saying which court or judge issued the order, or on what
grounds. We are prohibited from saying which accounts are impacted. We are threatened
with daily fines if we fail to comply. We believe that such orders are not in accordance with
the Marco Civil da Internet or the Brazilian Federal Constitution, and we challenge the
orders legally where possible. The people of Brazil, regardless of their political beliefs, are
entitled to freedom of speech, due process, and transparency from their own authorities.

Musk responded to the order, stating on X, “Coming shortly, X will publish everything demanded by
@Alexandre and how those requests violate Brazilian law. This judge has brazenly and repeatedly
betrayed the constitution and people of Brazil. He should resign or be impeached. Shame @Alexandre,
shame.”

https://x.com/elonmusk/status/1776739518240170254
https://x.com/GlobalAffairs/status/1776729732970594483
https://x.com/elonmusk/status/1776989005848207503
https://thenewamerican.com/author/dderidder/?utm_source=_pdf
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Musk told X users in Brazil to use a virtual private network (VPN) to access X if the Brazilian
government blocks the website in Brazil: “To ensure that you can still access the X platform, download a
virtual private network (VPN) app”

Former U.S. State Department official Mike Benz alleges the actions against X are in fact the actions of
the U.S. State Department, accusing the Biden administration of using Brazil’s de Moraes as a proxy.
Representative Dan Bishop (R-N.C.) responded to Mike Benz, stating on X, “The State Dept must be
made accountable to the American people.”

https://x.com/elonmusk/status/1777089879295631409
https://x.com/MikeBenzCyber/status/1776826555328549308
https://thenewamerican.com/author/dderidder/?utm_source=_pdf
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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